
The first multi-manufacturers

diagnostics solution 
An  ACTIA® exclusivity

As a key player in European automotive diagnostics and a

partner to major car manufacturers for over 20 years, ACTIA®

is now meeting a new challenge: bringing the official repair

methods used by the manufacturers to ALL dealer networks.

This multi-manufacturers diagnostics system opens up a whole

new perspective to automotive servicing and repair

professionals because it allows you to work in-depth on ALL

models of a given make, even the most recent ones.

The first multi-diagnostics

platform
An  ACTIA® innovation

Today, the service and repair business does not only involve

working on different makes of vehicles, it also means choosing

between a whole range of diagnostics levels. For instance, you

may have to test a car, configure or repair it. With Multi-Diag®

Master Pro, ACTIA® brings you a multi-diagnostics platform

with built in service levels. For you, it’s a guarantee of

improving, maximising workshop profitability and satisfying

your customers!



Multi-Diag® Master Pro: the multi-diagnostics solution

To run first level multi-make diagnostics (frame capture), you choose the

service functions:

- ECU identification 

- Default value capture and display

- Default value delete

- Parameter capture and display

- Triggering actuators

All these functions are (or will be) available for the major ECU

families* (injection, ABS, airbag, aircon, comfort) for the major

makes*: Alfa Romeo, Audi, BMW, Citroën, Fiat, Ford, Innocenti,

Lancia, Mercedes, Opel, Peugeot, Renault, Seat, Skoda, Volkswagen.

To run more specialised multi-make diagnostics,

you can choose from advanced service functions:

- Service controller RESET 

- Airbag activate/disable

- Custom equipment (radio, CD changer and tow hitch)

- Electronic brake testing

- Valve and tyre size configuration

- Documentation, remote assistance

All these functions are (or will be) available for major vehicle makes* (Alfa Romeo, Audi, BMW, Citroën,

Fiat, Ford, Innocenti, Lancia, Mercedes, Opel, Peugeot, Renault, Seat, Skoda, Volkswagen) equipped with

the relevant systems.

For expert diagnostics,ACTIA® brings you (option) the official repair methods

used by the manufacturers** 

- Failure location and identification 

- ECU reprogramming

- Repair methods

- Makers’ schematics

* The functions and perimeter of our Multi-Di@g® system are constantly evolving and diversifying. Please ask for an update from your ACTIA® group sales contact person.

** ACTIA constantly strives to develop the perimeter of its multi-make solution. Please ask your ACTIA® group sales contact person for an update on available

manufacturer’s repair methods.
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Multi-Di@g® Master Pro: the best of technology

Because fast and reliable diagnostics improves your workshop productivity, Multi-Di@g® Master Pro

combines performance and ergonomics:

- Lightning fast communications with vehicle

- Ergonomic diagnostic PC console combining the advantages of a robust tool and a graphics

tablet with a touch-sensitive screen

- The simplicity of a single compact communications interface for ordinary and advanced

service functions

- A diagnostics platform hosting official repair methods from manufacturers has been

opened. It is accessed via a specific communications interface and proprietary software.

Your Multi-Diag® Master Pro solution:

A single multi-diagnostics platform for all proposed functions

With Multi-Di@g® Master Pro,

take advantage of ACTIA’s® continuous innovation program

At the forefront of innovation, ACTIA® keeps working on tomorrow’s diagnostic solutions.

Accordingly, Multi-Di@g® Master Pro is will benefit from future developments such as:

- Integration of new diagnostic methods and car maker repair modules**

- On-line technical documentation

- Tele-Services developments via the Internet, such as upgrades or remote control, etc.

- Wireless communication

** According to specific agreements with car makers

+ + VCI VCI VCI

Diagnostic PC Tablet A single vehicle communications interface

for ordinary and advanced service

Specific communications interface for

each repair method from manufacturers



Multi-Di@g® Master Pro:

The ACTIA® proximity service

Flexibility, proximity, attentiveness to customer requirements…

ACTIA’s® experience is the experience of the car repair profession,

the hands-on experience of your profession every single day.

Training, technical assistance, updates for your Multi-Di@g® Master

solution… ACTIA® provides you with the same high service

standards day after day.Today, nearly 40,000 workshops around the

globe are benefiting from these services.

With Multi-Di@g® Master Pro:

choose the financing solution that’s right for you ***

Whether you buy or rent your Multi-Di@g® Master Pro solution

(“Services Included” renting formula), ACTIA® proposes the

financing formulas adapted to your needs.

***According to countries

By choosing ACTIA®,

you choose your everyday diagnostics partner,

today and tomorrow.

For information 

or to place an order, your 

sales contact is :

ACTIA® : 25, chemin de Pourvourville – BP 4215 – 31432 TOULOUSE Cedex 4

Tél : (33) 05 61 17 61 61 – Fax : (33) 05 61 55 42 31

Site web : www.actia.com

Because of technical developments, ACTIA® reserves the right to modify this product technical characteristics, without notice.

Non-contractual photographs and document 

99-101, route de Versailles - Champlan

91165 LONGJUMEAU Cedex - FRANCE

Tél. +33 (0)1 69 10 21 70

Fax +33 (0)1 69 34 04 88

commerce@meiga.fr
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Day by day assistance… 

SERVICES 

- Delivery and customized training  

- 1 year warranty

With subscription 
- Hot Line: technical assistance (use, expert

diagnostics,…)

- Upgrades 

- Warranty extension with standard

replacement

ACCESSORIES (optional)

- Diagnostic tablet trolley

- Communications kit (modem)

- External measurement PCB

DOCUMENTATION (optional)

- On Line technical documentation


